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New Quantum Deduplication Appliance With VTL
Interface Offers Unique Combination of High
Performance, Simplicity and Value
The Associated Press

Quantum Corp. (NYSE: QTM), the leading global specialist in backup, recovery and
archive, today announced a new deduplication and replication appliance that
leverages a VTL interface to offer midrange and enterprise customers an
unmatched combination of performance, simplicity and value for Fibre Channel SAN
environments. The DXi6700 delivers up to 3.5 TB per hour backup performance and
provides up to 56 TB of usable capacity. The turnkey appliance comes with all
licensed software features bundled at purchase, including both replication and
direct tape creation. This approach gives customers a low-cost, easy-to-implement
deduplication solution that works effectively with all leading backup applications,
providing both multi-site and multi-tier data protection. In addition, the DXi6700
incorporates Quantum's new Advanced Reporting tools for improved resource
utilization and ease of management.
"The DXi6700 adds to Quantum's DXi6000 models of purpose-built deduplication
and replication appliances, following last year's introduction of the NAS/OSToptimized DXi6500 family for the midrange market," noted Jeff Boles, senior
analyst, Taneja Group. "Combined with the launch of the DXi4500 for SMB
environments in April, Quantum continues to focus on providing DXi-Series
customers with a compelling combination of high performance and overall value."
High-Performance Appliance for Fibre Channel EnvironmentsThe DXi6700 provides
IT departments with faster backup performance and trouble-free restores, while
typically reducing disk capacity usage by 90 percent or more. Scaling from 24 TB to
56 TB usable capacity, the DXi6700 delivers enterprise-class speeds of up to 3.5 TB
per hour in a platform with the simplicity and value to match midrange applications.
All DXi6000 models provide advanced technology, utilizing the latest processor
cores and 8Gb FC connections.
"Quantum was first to market with open systems VTL, and today our Fibre Channel
deduplication systems solve demanding challenges for some of the largest
organizations in the world," said Janae Lee, senior vice president, Disk and Software
Products Group, Quantum. "With the DXi6700, customers get enterprise-class
performance and reliability in an easy-to-use appliance that provides far greater
value than competitive offerings in terms of both cost savings and benefits."
Simple and Affordable Backup and Retention with Integrated Tape CreationThe
DXi6700's proven VTL interface integrates directly into existing Fibre Channel SAN
environments for an easy-to-deploy disk backup solution. Its remote replication and
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integrated direct tape creation features provide both automated near-term disaster
recovery and long-term data retention. Quantum's direct tape creation writes data
from the DXi system to tape over a direct connection, bypassing the backup server.
The operation is integrated with leading backup software to provide automation, a
single point of management, and a fully synchronized catalog across disk and tape.
All of this makes the DXi6700 an easily-shared backup and restore resource for all
leading backup applications, offering multi-site, multi-tier protection that is simple
to manage. Designed to be user-installable, the DXi6700 scales easily on-site
without requiring a service visit, providing effective investment protection. It also
integrates with Quantum Vision 4.0, which enables global management of Quantum
disk and tape systems from a single console.
Practical Near-Term Disaster Recovery and Remote Office ProtectionTo address the
persistent IT challenge of affordably managing disaster recovery protection for
distributed sites, the DXi6700 replicates backup data between sites, using
deduplication to reduce typical network bandwidth requirements by a factor of 20 or
more, and encrypting data prior to transmission for security. With the DXi6700,
users can reduce or even eliminate the need to manage removable media.
Advanced Reporting Tools for Onboard IntelligenceNow included standard with all
DXi-Series appliances, the Advanced Reporting tools in DXi6700 present a detailed
view of internal appliance operations, including backup and replication data for
flexible trend analyses, enabling smarter planning and lower long-term costs. The
tools also provide insights into CPU, disk I/O and network traffic activity per port and
monitor capacity utilization, reclamation and replication status. DXi Advanced
Reporting cuts administration time, streamlines performance tuning, improves
troubleshooting, and helps users maximize the value of their DXi-Series appliances.
"Based on our customers' experience with the DXi-Series, the DXi6700 shows great
promise as a midrange deduplication appliance, with its pre-configured design and
bundled software," said John Woodall, vice president of engineering, Integrated
Archive Systems, Inc. "For companies seeking an easily-integrated approach to
expanding a VTL backup environment, the DXi6700 will be a great fit."
Award-Winning PlatformThe DXi6700 is based on the same platform as Quantum's
DXi6500 family (http://www.quantum.com/Products/DiskBasedBackup/DXi6500/Index.aspx) of disk backup appliances, which in June was
named "Deduplication Product of the Year (http://phx.corporateir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c69905&pRssLanding&catnews&id1441593) " at the 2010
Storage Awards: The Storries VII (http://www.storage-awards.com/) . The awards
were based on more than 25,000 votes cast by the readers of Storage Magazine,
the U.K.'s leading IT and storage publication.
Price and AvailabilityThe DXi6700 starts at $159,000 MSRP and is available today
through Quantum's channel partners.
For Additional InformationFor more on the DXi6700, visit
http://www.quantum.com/Products/Disk-BasedBackup/DXi6700/Index.aspx
(http://www.quantum.com/Products/Disk-BasedBackup/DXi6700/Index.aspx) .
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For a brief podcast exploring the key questions to ask before implementing
deduplication, visit:
Part 1:http://www.quantum.com/flash/TheMostImportantQuestion_podcast/Part1/Qu
antum_beforeYouDedupe-a_Part1.html (http://www.quantum.com/flash/TheMostImp
ortantQuestion_podcast/Part1/Quantum_beforeYouDedupe-a_Part1.html)
Part 2:http://www.quantum.com/flash/TheMostImportantQuestion_podcast/Part2/Qu
antum_BeforeYouDedupe-Part2.html (http://www.quantum.com/flash/TheMostImpor
tantQuestion_podcast/Part2/Quantum_BeforeYouDedupe-Part2.html)
About QuantumQuantum Corp. (NYSE: QTM) is the leading global storage company
specializing in backup, recovery and archive. Combining focused expertise,
customer-driven innovation, and platform independence, Quantum provides a
comprehensive, integrated range of disk, tape, and software solutions supported by
a world-class sales and service organization. This includes the DXi-Series, the first
disk backup solutions to extend the power of data deduplication and replication
across the distributed enterprise. As a long-standing and trusted partner, the
company works closely with a broad network of resellers, OEMs and other suppliers
to meet customers' evolving data protection needs. Quantum Corp., 1650
Technology Drive, Suite 800, San Jose, CA 95110, (408) 944-4000,
www.quantum.com (http://www.quantum.com/) .
Quantum and the Quantum logo are registered trademarks of Quantum
Corporation. DXi and Quantum Vision are trademarks of Quantum Corporation. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
"Safe Harbor" Statement: This press release contains "forward-looking" statements.
All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be
deemed forward-looking statements. Specifically, but without limitation, statements
relating to 1) customer benefits and value to customers from using Quantum's
DXi6700 systems, and 2) customer demand for and Quantum's future revenue from
such systems, are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Safe
Harbor. All forward-looking statements in this press release are based on
information available to Quantum on the date hereof. These statements involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause
Quantum's actual results to differ materially from those implied by the forwardlooking statements. These risks include operational difficulties, unforeseen technical
limitations, unexpected material deviation in product operation, the ability of
competitors to introduce new solutions that compete more successfully with our
solutions, unexpected changes in market conditions and unanticipated changes in
customers' needs or requirements, as well as the risks set forth in Quantum's
periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, but not
limited to, those risks and uncertainties listed in the section entitled "Risk Factors,"
in Quantum's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on August 6, 2010 and in Quantum's Annual Report on Form 10-K filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission on June 11, 2010. Quantum expressly
disclaims any obligation to update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether
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as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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